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Chapman and Anglo-American University
Chapman University

Anglo-American University

Founded in 1861, Chapman University is one of the oldest, most prestigious private universities in California. Located in
Orange County, the campus blends historic and modern architectural styles to create a serene and inspiring setting. The
university’s mission is to provide a personalized education of distinction that produces highly-qualified global citizens.
The AACSB-accredited Argyros School of Business and Economics at Chapman University offers its students access to an
integrated business education taught by experienced faculty who are dedicated and committed to teaching professionals.
Anglo-American University’s partnership with Chapman makes it one of only two universities in the Czech Republic that
offers a fully accredited MBA program of the highest caliber.

Founded in 1990, Anglo-American University (AAU)* is the oldest private institution of higher education in the Czech Republic.
AAU’s main campus is located in the Thurn-Taxis Palace, a magnificent building with a rich history where students can enjoy
their studies in beautiful spacious classrooms. The Thurn-Taxis Palace, a historical complex dating back to the 17th century,
was previously owned by the Thurn und Taxis family, a German noble family of prominent social status in Europe. AAU prides
itself on providing a personalized, distinctive university education in English stemming from the best American and British
academic traditions that form future leaders and global citizens. All programs are accredited by the Ministry of Education, Youth
and Sports of the Czech Republic. The Chapman MBA program as well as the Certificate of Higher Education in Common Law
(CertHE Common Law), LLB and LLM are exceptions as they are offered in cooperation with international partners.

“At the Argyros School, students are challenged in
academic programs that stress the economic and
functional areas of business, reinforced by analytical
and behavioral skills. The focus is on maximizing
performance through strategy formulation, execution
and evaluation. The ethical dimensions of business
are stressed throughout.”

“The teaming of Anglo-American University with
Chapman University is great news for the Czech
and European educational market. We are proud to
offer our students a top-notch MBA program with
international accreditation and taught by worldrenowned faculty.”

Prof. James Doti, Ph.D.

Assoc. Prof. Alan Krautstengl, Ph.D.

President of Chapman University

President of Anglo-American University

* AAU is registered as Anglo-americká vysoká škola, o.p.s., Letenská 120/5, Malá Strana, 118 00 Praha 1, Czech Republic, IČ:25940082.
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Anglo-American University offers Chapman’s prestigious MBA
program taught entirely in English in the beautiful and historic city
of Prague. The Prague MBA program is a 17-month program run in
cooperation with Chapman University’s Argyros School of Business
and Economics (ASBE) which is based in Orange, California, USA.

Degree Awarded

Prague, Czech Republic and Orange, California

After having completed all program requirements, students
are conferred the degree of Master of Business Administration
(MBA) by Chapman University. This prestigious American
diploma is designed to significantly increase the value of its
holder on the international job market.

AAU prides itself on offering a unique international experience
to all its MBA students. The international environment
is additionally promoted through our encouragement of
students to take a course at Chapman University in California.
Other opportunities to take courses abroad include, for
example, Brazil, Argentina, or Asia. Our students also have the
opportunity to begin their studies in Prague and successfully
conclude them by attending the MBA graduation ceremony
at Chapman University in California. Such international
opportunities give our Prague MBA students a competitive
advantage within the global market by providing them with
a much broader perspective on life and business. Studying
at AAU enables a first-hand experience of various cultures,
educational methods, and ideas.

Quality

Why Choose the
Chapman MBA
Program in Prague?

The quality of the program is ensured by two levels of
accreditation. First, the Prague MBA program is globally
accredited by AACSB (Association to Advance Collegiate
Schools of Business), the “gold standard” of business school
accreditation. Secondly, Chapman University is regionally
accredited by WASC (Western Association of Schools
and Colleges), one of six American regional accreditation
associations. The ASBE is among the 736 elite schools of
economics – from a total of 8,000 – to have earned AACSB
accreditation. Only two Czech universities offer such a strongly
accredited MBA program, Anglo-American University being
the only one to offer a non-executive program.

Pricing
The tuition for the Prague MBA program amounts to CZK
430 000 (USD 17 200**). Additional fees are a mandatory
Instructional Materials Fee of CZK 20 000 (USD 800*).
Payment plans are available – please contact our Director
for Operations and Budgeting, Zdeněk Johanovský at
zdenek.johanovsky@aauni.edu for more information.

** At the exchange rate of CZK 25 / USD 1. The amount in USD may vary in
accordance with the current exchange rate.
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Faculty
Prague MBA students are taught by qualified experienced
faculty using the highly interactive Western style of engaging
students in participative learning. 60% of the program’s
credits are taught by Chapman University professors. The
remaining courses are taught by local industry experts
including professionals from Fortune 500 global companies
based in Prague. To find out more about the professional
profiles of our faculty members, please turn to pages 14 and
15 of this brochure.

Competitive Edge
The Chapman MBA program is undertaken by a number
of highly ranked business professionals who are already
successful in their respective professional fields. However,
the highly interactive, case study driven, strategic courses
that the MBA offers all give our alumni the competitive edge
to take their career to the next level. AAU is proud to have
top project managers, general managers, financial directors
and analysts, risk managers, division directors, and more
among its alumni of the Chapman MBA program in Prague.
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Academic Structure
Earn Your AACSB-accredited MBA in 17 Months
Since 1978, Chapman University has produced over 3ooo business graduates. Chapman extended its
MBA degree program to Anglo-American University in Prague, Czech Republic, in 2008.

“I HAVE NO DOUBT THAT THE
SKILLS I LEARNED IN THE
CHAPMAN MBA PROGRAM,
ALONG WITH ITS GREAT
REPUTATION, WILL TAKE MY
CAREER TO THE NEXT LEVEL.”

New student cohorts begin each year at the end of September and the program is uniquely structured
to accommodate employed students. All classes are taught in a weekend format consisting of Friday
evening, all day Saturday, and Sunday morning. The MBA course of study is comprised of twelve 3 or 4
credit courses: 8 core courses, 1 capstone course and 3 electives.
Leaders are shaped by defining moments, but these don’t just simply happen. Such moments are
gradual and transform you over time.
The Chapman MBA program at Anglo-American University will lead you towards a positive shift in your
professional career beginning with Accounting and Financial Analysis to prepare you for an experience
that will challenge your established way of thinking.
The program concludes with elective courses. For a full list of all the courses, please visit the link
www.praguemba.com, section MBA Courses.

Non-degree Certificate Courses
Chapman University also grants certificates for the completion of individual MBA courses to students
who do not wish to complete the entire MBA program. Students can take advantage of this opportunity to
strengthen their expertise in a particular field according to their specific interests or specializations. The
credits from these courses, spanning three weekends, may be transferable towards an advanced degree
program. The price of individual courses can be calculated according to the number of credits per course
and typically ranges from CZK 25 800 – 34 400 (USD 1 032 – 1 376**) whereas the cost of one credit is CZK
8 600 (USD 356**). Additional costs for the non-degree certificate courses are an admission fee of CZK
4 500 (USD 180**) and a minor fee for study materials.

ROMANA NEIMAN – MBA (Class of 2015)
Analytics and Modeling Specialist, Accenture – Czech Republic

Format of Study
Teaching is based on the best traditions of Chapman University and Anglo-American University
consisting of interactive work in small groups combined with the application of theoretical knowledge
through concrete examples and extensive class discussions with an emphasis on critical thinking.
Students are evaluated through individual as well as group projects, presentations, essays, exams,
quizzes, and class participation. Each course is completed by a final exam which may assume the form
of an in-class test, final project, presentation, or take-home written exam. All required textbooks are
available through Anglo-American University and additional reading materials are posted and shared
through Chapman’s Blackboard, a web-based learning management system.

** At the exchange rate of CZK 25 / USD 1. The amount in USD may vary in accordance with the current exchange rate.
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“Surrounded by great classmates and excellent faculty, the Chapman MBA program
provided an unparalleled opportunity for me to broaden my global perspective and
make the connections that could lead to incredible success down the road. The
classroom discussions, as well as the well-designed and structured courses, have
given me the tools to help me grow as a manager, and also as a leader. It has taught
me to think differently when looking at today’s opportunities in the business world,
and brought forth a lot of different perspectives and approaches. I have no doubt that
the skills I learned in the Chapman MBA program, along with its great reputation,
will take my career to the next level.”
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MBA Courses
The structure of the Chapman MBA in Prague not only gives students the chance to tailor their studies to best suit their
needs and career goals, but also gives them a solid base in many fields required for success in business. The program
concludes with elective courses which are voted on by the cohort to represent their majority interests.
For the current MBA schedule, please visit www.praguemba.com, section Current Schedule.

capstone course
Strategic Management
This course relies heavily on the case method of instruction to apply strategic analyses and techniques. Students focus on
the requirements for sustaining competitive advantage and the implications of these requirements for market positioning,
diversification, acquisitions, joint ventures, corporate restructuring, and other decisions that can significantly affect firm
value. This course also requires students to demonstrate significant business research and presentation skills by forming
teams to analyze a strategic issue facing an actual firm.

Statistics for Business Decisions
This course provides students with the statistical tools and conceptual framework to make informed management decisions.
Data are described by their central tendency and dispersion characteristics. Sampling theory, sampling distributions,
statistical inference, and testing of hypotheses as applied to economic and business problems. Correlation, regression
analysis, and index numbers form a major component of this course. Statistical applications and the use of computers are
an integral part of the course material.
Total number of credits: 4
Taught by: AAU faculty

Organization and Management

Total number of credits: 4

For organizations to create value, they must have the capability to react to market opportunities quickly. This course
introduces the tools, techniques, and skills necessary to increase the capacity of firms to do that. Building on insights from
economics and strategy, this course teaches students how to align incentives, identify and change employee preferences,
assign decision rights, and select and retain appropriate employees. Most importantly, this course will describe how a firm
can be designed and managed to reduce the bureaucratic behavior that destroys value in organizations.

Taught by: Chapman faculty

Total number of credits: 4
Taught by: Chapman faculty

core courses
Economic Analysis for Business
This course examines the application of economic analysis to business decision-making. The course integrates the
elements of macroeconomics and economic policies, applied microeconomics and international economics. Particular
emphasis is placed on the role and importance of business conditions in business decisions, the theory of demand, the
determination of price through the interaction of supply and demand, market structure and price determination, analysis
of costs and supply, and pricing in factors in production.
Total number of credits: 4
Taught by: Chapman faculty

Accounting and Financial Analysis
Exploration of the use and analysis of financial and managerial accounting reports and information. The use of accounting
information in financial contracts and performance evaluation and the ethical issues underlying the presentation and use
of accounting information are highlighted.
Total number of credits: 4
Taught by: Chapman faculty

Operations and Technology Management
In this course, students analyze the management of operations and technology in both production and service industries.
Topics include operations and technology strategy, project management, product and process design, capacity and location
planning, supply chain management, and total quality management. Students examine the tradeoffs involved in operation
decisions and the application of software tools to solve these problems.
Total number of credits: 4
Taught by: AAU faculty

Financial Management
Good financial decisions enhance firm value. This course examines the issues faced by corporate financial managers and
the tools and techniques for creating value. Topics include the risk-return tradeoff, financial statement analysis, financial
forecasting, valuation, the cost of capital, and capital budgeting.
Total number of credits: 4
Taught by: Chapman faculty

Understanding the Global Business Environment

In the highly competitive global environment, market-oriented thinking and sound marketing management can make the
difference between success and failure. Students examine such topics as customer satisfaction and retention, marketing
research, market segmentation, promotion, product and pricing decisions.

Students acquire analytical skills to assess the dynamic nature of the globalization process, including the ability to relate
course concepts to current international news events, and to integrate such knowledge structures into value-creation
strategies for global organizations. Students will also develop the ability to apply international business concepts, via case
study analysis, to problems and challenges facing firms that compete in the global economy. The course features a group
project wherein students develop the ability to research, write, and present a plan to develop an international business
opportunity for a real firm.

Total number of credits: 4

Total number of credits: 4

Taught by: AAU faculty

Taught by: Chapman faculty

Marketing Management
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ELECTIVES

The program offers a rich selection of electives to choose from. For a full list of all the courses, please
visit www. praguemba.com, section MBA Courses.

Investments
Marketing Research
Advanced Corporate Finance
International Finance
New Product Development
Derivative Securities and Markets
Financial Reporting and Analysis
International Marketing
Marketing Strategy
Management of Entrepreneurial Enterprises
Financial Markets and Institutions
Internet and Social Media Marketing
Mergers, Acquisitions, and Corporate Restructuring
Leadership and Corporate Governance
Portfolio Management
Human Resources Management
Creating Enduringly Successful Firms
Conflict and Negotiation
Project Management
Corporate Entrepreneurship
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Grow

Professionally
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Faculty
Chapman University and Anglo-American University work together to make students their priority.
60% of the program is taught by Chapman University faculty directly from Orange, California while
40% is taught by Anglo-American University faculty. All lecturers have extensive experience and
are dedicated to creating an exemplary classroom environment as well as offering their students
individual help and advice. The combination of lecturers from the United States and Europe
provides a global experience through academic group discussion and the expression of various
points of view due to the various business backgrounds of the professors.

Milan Šlapák
Lecturer, Operations and Technology Management
Ing., Ph.D., Czech Technical University, Prague
Turboprop Programs Manager – Regionals at GE Aviation
Vice-President of Confederation of the Czech Aviation Industry

Dr. Šlapák specializes in global supply chain management and the importance of e-shops for strategic
management. He has extensive practical experience through his various positions in financial institutions.

P.K. Shukla
Associate Professor, Management

Doug Tuggle

Ph.D., University of Virginia

Past Dean, ASBE Professor
Ph.D., Carnegie Mellon University

Dr. Tuggle’s recent areas of research have been in the area of supply chain management and knowledge
management. He has served as dean for: Argyos School of Business and Economics at Chapman
University, Kogod School of Business at American University and Jesse H. Jones School of Management
at Rice University. He has served on many Boards of Directors including AACSB International.

Dr. Shukla specializes in the application of conjoint/tradeoff analysis for understanding and improving
managerial decision making. He has practical experience with management and consultancy and holds a
CPIM (Certified in Production and Operations Management) certificate issued by APICS (the Association
for Operations Management).

Prashanth Nyer
Associate Professor, Marketing

Bruce Dehning

Ph.D., University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

Associate Professor, Accounting Information Systems
Ph.D., University of Colorado

Dr. Dehning was named a Fulbright Scholar to teach in the Czech Republic in 2005 and received the
American Accounting Association Information Systems Section Notable Contributions to the Literature
Award in 2006. He serves as deputy editor for International Journal of Accounting Information Systems
and has practical experience in insurance and consultancy in the area of accounting information systems.

Dr. Nyer’s research focus is on consumer satisfaction and other aspects of consumer behavior including
attitude change, public commitment, and cross-cultural differences in consumer behavior. His research
has been published in various journals and he has worked in product management in the consumer
products and industrial electronics industries.

Noel Murray
Director of Walter Schmid Center for International Business and Associate Professor, Marketing

Gorjan Lazarov

Ph.D., Penn State University

Lecturer, Marketing Strategy

Mr. Lazarov specializes in pricing strategies. He has many years of practical experience including work
with international companies in both the hospitality and communication industries.

Dr. Murray specializes in international marketing, cross-cultural issues in marketing communications
and advertising strategy. He publishes in important international periodicals and plays an active role in
the Academy of Marketing Science and has recently served as congress co-chair at the World Marketing
Congress in Malta. He has practical experience with Digital Computer, Inc., Irish State Merchant Bank,
Apple Computer and Bank of Ireland.

Niklas Myhr

Thomas Turk

Assistant Professor, Marketing

Associate Professor, Management

Ph.D., University of Virginia

Ph.D., University of California, Irvine

Dr. Myhr’s research is specialized in Business-to-Business Partnerships and e-Commerce in Global
Supply Chains. He has been awarded $40,000 by the Hans Werthén Foundation at the Royal Swedish
Academy of Engineering Sciences (IVA) and a Best Paper Award by Supply Chain Management: An
International Journal.

Dr. Turk specializes in company strategy and corporate governance and his research appears in leading
academic journals, including Academy of Management Journal and Journal of Management. He frequently
consults for businesses on strategic planning and strategic change issues. He also frequently serves as
an expert witness on top executive compensation and business valuation issues.

MBA, University of Pittsburgh
General Manager at Boscolo Prague Hotel
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Chapman MBA Alumni Worldwide
Chapman University is honored to count some of the most successful industry experts from around the globe among
its graduates.
The program’s benefit is visible not only in terms of the professional positions attained by our alumni, but also in terms
of the companies they work for. Some such prominent firms include DHL, Nokia, Oracle, Raiffeisen Bank, Eli Lily,
Hewlett-Packard, ExxonMobil, Microsoft, and numerous other key players on the international market.
Below, you can find personal experiences shared by several of our many outstanding alumni that have provided individual
perspectives on how the program has helped to maximize their careers and elevate their skills to the top level.
“It was surprising to discover that a 150-year-old, top-tier, non-profit, Southern
California university offers an 17-month MBA program in whimsical Prague for a
small fraction of the cost of stateside MBA programs. My concerns about residing
abroad were immediately dispelled when I discovered that the cost of living and
housing in Prague is more affordable (and actually nicer) than Orange County. The
MBA program, taught in Anglo American University’s exquisite palace, is intense
in its pace and strongly focused on finance; however, the brilliant professors who
come to Prague from Argyros School of Business and Economics to teach the MBA
program want their students to succeed, and the small class size allows them to
provide lots of personal attention. To be a part of a small, friendly, international
MBA cohort comprised of students from Kazakhstan, Bulgaria, Slovakia, Russia,
Uzbekistan, Croatia, as well as Czech Republic, is in itself a cultural learning
experience that could never be replicated.”
VANESSA VAN VOORHIS (Class of 2015)

“I began the Chapman MBA Program after gaining 7 years of job experience in
banking as a credit officer in the corporate credit department of SBERBANK. I have a
deep economic background and my main objective for beginning the program was to
get practical knowledge of effective and successful management in the business area.
I chose the Chapman MBA Program based in Anglo-American University in Prague
because of its good balance of price and quality, and because in U.S. News & World
Report’s 2013 ranking of the best colleges in the USA, Chapman University was
rated 6th among masters-level universities in the Western region, and provides the
highest AACSB accredited MBA diploma.
At the end of my studies I can say that overall this MBA program met my expectations.
The classes were well organized; the professors were skillful, well experienced and
ready to help improve your business knowledge.
Particularly, I would like to thank the teachers from Chapman who held very
interesting and interactive classes, with many real life examples from well-known
and successful international companies. 60% of all our professors came directly
from Chapman according to the program requirements.
I would recommend this program for business professionals with job experience
who want to extend their knowledge and expertise in management as well as attain
a valuable MBA diploma from one of the best schools of business.”
VIKTOR KOZLIUK (Class of 2015)
Financial Analyst, Russia

U.S. Journalist

“The Chapman University Prague MBA program has definitely been an enriching
and rewarding experience. The quality of the professors, my great schoolmates and
the international format of the program created a first rate learning environment.
I have gained many valuable insights into key areas of finance and business, which
helps me better understand the complexity of the corporate processes and provides
me with necessary techniques and tools to enhance my decision-making in everyday
business.”
DAVID BÖHM (Class of 2014)
Deputy IT Division Director
Kooperativa pojišťovna, a. s., Vienna Insurance Group
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“I came from a more technical background and had been searching for a program
with a solid foundation in finance and management to move my competencies
further. The Chapman MBA program at Anglo-American University provided me
with such knowledge through well scoped subjects containing practical business
case studies. Furthermore, the curriculum itself combined with group project
presentations sharpened my focus on the critical and strategic issues in context of
business management. Discussing and working on group projects with classmates
from various industries also enriched the total outcome of this MBA program.”
KAMIL VANIŠ (Class of 2015)
Business Developer
Inter IKEA Group
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Admission
Requirements

FAQs

When do I start?

How will my application be evaluated?

New students meet for an orientation week in September
and form a cohort in which they will take all of their classes
together. Academic work begins in October.

Applications will not be reviewed until all documents
have been submitted. They will be evaluated based on the
candidate’s academic success, work experience, and English
language proficiency. Additionally, for the sake of accuracy,
Chapman University will verify all information provided.

What is the timeline for applying?
Applications need to be submitted by July 1st for international
candidates due to visa requirements and by August 1st for
those who are already located in the Czech Republic.

Where is the program located?
The program is held at AAU’s campus in Prague and includes
the opportunity to take one class either at Chapman in
California or abroad (Brazil, Argentina or China). Graduates
have the option to attend both the June AAU graduation held
in Prague and the May ceremony held at Chapman University.

What are the student demographics?
Students come from a variety of countries, backgrounds,
schools and business industries. In general, students tend to
have between five to ten years of business experience. Some
attend the program with sponsorship from their companies
while others register as individuals who are interested in
personal educational advancement.

What is the credit system of the program?
The program is based on the American credit system. It is
divided into 12 courses (10 four-credit and 2 three-credit
courses) and students need 46 academic credits to graduate.

How much experience should I have?
Chapman University encourages candidates to have
a minimum of three years of work experience. This helps
to foster an interactive and challenging class environment.
In exceptional circumstances, a student may be accepted
into the program directly from an undergraduate program.

Whom should I contact if I have questions regarding
my application status?
The Coordinator at the School of Business Aministration,
Romana Kavanová, will gladly assist you in this matter.
Please contact her at romana.kavanova@aauni.edu. You
may also contact the Dean of Anglo-American University’s
School of Business Administration, Miroslav Svoboda at
miroslav.svoboda@aauni.edu.

What are my financing options?
Several financing options are provided to pay for the
program’s tuition including the possibility of arranging
a customized installment plan with our Director for
Budgeting and Operations, Zdeněk Johanovský. You can
contact him at zdenek.johanovsky@aauni.edu.

To be considered for admittance into the Chapman
University / Anglo-American University MBA
program, each applicant must:
•
•
•
•

Have English at an excellent level
Have completed at least an undergraduate
(bachelor’s) degree
Have at least three years of work experience
Undergo an interview

The following documents are necessary for
submitting an application:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Resume (Curriculum Vitae)
Statement of intent
Two letters of recommendation
Proof of English proficiency
Notarized copies of all undergraduate or
graduate diplomas
Notarized copies of all undergraduate or
graduate transcripts
Copy of ID or passport
A passport size photograph
Application fee of CZK 4 500 (USD 180**)

** At the exchange rate of CZK 25 / USD 1. The amount in USD may vary in
accordance with the current exchange rate.

When are the classes held?
Courses are taught singularly over a three-weekend period.
Most courses are taught on Fridays (17:00 – 21:00), Saturdays
(9:00 – 18:00), and Sundays (9:00 – 13:00). There is at least
a 12-day break between each course.

Is submitting a GMAT score required?
No, it is not. However, submitting your GMAT (Graduate
Management Admissions Test) score is encouraged as it
increases your chances to succeed in the admissions process.
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Join our MBA
program now!
www.praguemba.com
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Advance your professional
career. Sign up for the Chapman
MBA program this Fall!
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Anglo-American University
Anglo-americká vysoká škola, o. p. s.
Letenská 120/5
118 00 Praha 1
Czech Republic
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